
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

NUMBER:  

For Zoning Administrator Agenda of: 

Consent Agenda Item Item Number: 

Continued Hearing Item Item Number: 

Public Hearing Item  Item Number: 

Department Report  Item Number: 

Old Business  Item Number: 

Re: 

Record Number: 

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN): 

Area: 

Attached for the Zoning Administrator’s record and review is the following 
supplementary information: 



Bar 7K Farms LLC APPS 16116 APN: 216-154-024

Bar 7K Farms LLC. 
Cultivation Operation Addendum 

Due to recent concerns from using ground water, Bar 7K Farms LLC, would like to 
propose moving to all rainwater catchment as a water source for cannabis cultivation upon 
approval.  

Bar 7K Farms LLC will convert 4 proposed greenhouses to rain catchment structures, 
2-20’x100’ and 2-20’x105’ will have gutters added. This will give the project 8,200 sq ft of 
additional rain catchment surface to the already proposed rain catchment tanks. 550 gallons of 
water is expected to be collected for every 1,000 sq ft per 1 inch of rain. And based on the 
average rainfall of 46.75 inches per year over the last 21 years according to the national weather 
service. See table below. 

 

This will give the project an estimated 210,842.5 gallons of collected rain water per year. 
This will provide an adequate amount of water for the estimated 150,000 gallons estimated to be 
used for the growing year.  

The proposed water storage will cover the estimated water needed for the operation. Bar 
7K Farms LLC will only cultivate the square footage that they have the adequate water supply 
for, until they reach the full amount of storage needed to cultivate the full 20,000 square feet. 
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